Memo

4 July 2018

To:

Mayor Phil Goff and Councillors

cc:

Jacques Victor, GM - Auckland Plan Strategy & Research
Nick McDonnell, Manager Global Partnerships and Strategy Unit (GPS)

From:

Bill Cashmore, Deputy Mayor

Subject: Auckland Tripartite Business Delegation to Los Angeles 22-25 May 2018
The purpose of this memo is to provide a brief overview of the key outcomes of the Auckland
Tripartite Business Delegation visit to Los Angeles (LA) 22-25 May to attend the 2018 Select LA
Investment Summit. I led a delegation of Auckland businesses that was facilitated by Auckland
Council’s Global Partnerships and Strategy Unit (GPS) and Auckland Tourism, Events, and
Economic Development (ATEED).
Key outcomes
•

We demonstrated Auckland’s ongoing political and economic commitment to the
Tripartite Economic Alliance between Auckland, Guangzhou and LA. This was the first
year of the new format where Tripartite-related activity sought to leverage an established
trade/innovation event to facilitate collaboration under the successful Alliance.

•

I engaged in a successful trilateral meeting with LA Mayor Eric Garcetti and Guangzhou
Executive Vice Mayor CHEN Zhiying where all three parties expressed their support for
the Tripartite relationship and agreed the cooperation between the three cities was
equivalent to national-level cooperation. Bilateral meetings occurred separately with the
Guangzhou delegation and with Ambassador Nina Hachigian, LA’s Deputy Mayor of
International Affairs.

•

The Tripartite programme in LA opened doors to some of LA’s key decision makers and
facilitated connections for all the participants.

•

A key success has been a reported $20m investment deal between New Zealand’s HMI
Technologies (HMI) and the Sino-Europe Innovation Centre of Heshan Industrial City in
Guangdong Province, China. The NBR announced the deal in an article on 18 June
which includes an undertaking to set up a vehicle manufacturing facility for HMI’s selfdriving electric people mover, Ohmio. HMI has directly attributed the deal to the
Tripartite activity in LA.

•

Post the LA visit, I also provided a letter of support for ongoing engagement between
HMI and the Guangzhou Automobile Group (GAC). ATEED has since confirmed that
discussions with GAC are on hold – HMI may revisit these in the future, but the Heshan
deal (referred to above) will be their first priority.

•

One business delegate secured a potential US investment partner at the Select LA
Investment Summit.

•

I also had the opportunity to meet with the LA County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority (LA Metro), and the Department of Public Works’ Bureau of Street Services
where we discussed best practice and ongoing challenges around costs, contracts, and
collaboration.

•

I undertook a site visit to the Port of LA, the fourth largest in the world, and in the process
of implementing full automation of the container terminals. Discussion centred around
governance, automation risk profiles, logistics and supporting infrastructure
requirements.

•

We also called on Michael Walbrecht, Vice President Public Affairs, Warner Bros
Entertainment Inc to acknowledge Warner’s partnership with the Kumeu Film Studios
around the China-Hollywood co-produced film “The Meg.”

Background
•

The 13-member delegation to LA included representatives from the creative sector,
screen, social enterprise, transport, health and education sectors.

•

The LA visit was timed to align with the 2018 Select LA Investment Summit which had
been identified as the trade/innovation event that best supported Tripartite-related activity
in 2018.

•

Strong support was received from the Office of LA Mayor Eric Garcetti, the World Trade
Centre LA, the NZ Consulate in LA, and NZTE.

•

Executive Vice Mayor CHEN Zhiying led a delegation of 40 municipal leaders and
business representatives from Guangzhou to LA.

Following the LA visit, GPS and ATEED continue to liaise with Tripartite participants to facilitate
further civic/cultural and business outcomes from the Summit.
GPS will report back to the Environment and Community Committee by end-2018 on further
survey results from the 2017 Tripartite Summit in Guangzhou. At that time, they will include an
update on the 2018 Auckland Tripartite Business Delegation’s visit to LA, and details of
proposed Tripartite-related activity in 2019.
Please see attached a further day-by-day account of my visit compiled during my time in Los
Angeles for further information.

Bill Cashmore
Deputy Mayor
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Auckland Tripartite Business Delegation to Los Angeles 2018
2018 Select Los Angeles Summit
Visit Report – Deputy Mayor Cashmore
Date:

22 May 2018 – 25 May 2018

Venue:

Los Angeles, USA

Purpose of Trip
The 2018 Select Los Angeles Investment Summit was identified by Los Angeles, Guangzhou and Auckland as the
key event for 2018 Tripartite activity.
Deputy Mayor Cashmore’s attendance signalled to Los Angeles and Guangzhou, Auckland’s continued political
commitment to the Alliance; a key element of the Tripartite Economic Alliance. The Deputy Mayor’s presence
aided in unlocking the civic benefits of any meetings and opening of doors for Auckland delegates (particularly
with the Guangzhou delegation).
The Tripartite plays an important role in deepening Auckland’s connections and visibility with its two most
important and dynamic city partners, Guangzhou and Los Angeles, as well as facilitating tangible business
outcomes for Auckland businesses.
Overview
14 business delegates flew at their own expense to Los Angeles and meet with more who were already in situ.
These businesses mostly all had an existing presence in Los Angeles and were looking at expansion and growth.
The delegation included people representing screen production, automated transport technologies, organic
hygiene products, trans city legal services, and architecture to mention a sample.
The timing of the delegation’s visit was to align with the Select Los Angeles Investment Summit which was an
experience. Guangzhou Vice Mayor Chen led a delegation of 40 municipal leaders and business representatives.
The synergies with the Auckland delegation were advantageous with leaders from the city’s Film Industry,
Commerce Commission, Television, sanitary ware, automation technologies and financial institutions.
We had strong support from the Mayor of Los Angeles’s office and from the NZ Consulate Office in Los Angeles,
NZTE and MfAT. Auckland Council’s Global Partnerships provided solid back ground information and developed
the 4-day program. ATEED had staff in assistance who had considerable Los Angeles experience including being
an Angelino. The delegation was well informed and prepared as is evidenced by the success of every business on
the trip. Partnerships were formed, joint ventures established, real business deals done, and numerous contacts
established. Reports from the businesses will follow as part of the Tripartite folio. Networking functions were a
big part of the program right from arrival the first night and continues each day.
From an Auckland Council perspective, discussions were had with Los Angeles Metro and the City Roading
Management teams on costs, contracts and collaboration. The city of Los Angeles has a $120B US program
underway. Although the numbers are large the problems we face are very similar. The contacts were very forthcoming and sharing. They are also tunnelling 4 miles, rebuilding miles of road annually and investing substantially
in light rail.
We expressed interest in their project governance models, procurement techniques, project audit and time lines.
Further information will be coming from the Los Angeles city management.
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A visit to the Port of Los Angeles was equally a lesson in scale, the fourth largest in the world and in the process
of full automation of the container terminals. Discussions included governance, automation risk profiles, logistics
and support infrastructure requirements.
The Select Los Angeles Investment Summit was in a word breath taking with speakers on international and Los
Angeles real-estate, technological disruptors, biosciences. The key note speaker was Dr. Patrick Soo, Chair of Nant
Works which is at the cutting edge of new battery technologies using O2 and a pharmaceutical drug development
for the cure of cancer. Stunning presentation.
At the end of this day I meet with Los Angeles Mayor Eric Garcetti, Vice Mayor Chen of Guangzhou in tri-lateral
talks. We all expressed our positivity around the Tripartite relationship and productivity and benefits. Discussion
was also had concerning the expansion of the arrangement from a sole business focus to include social and
cultural aspects going forward. Both Mayor Eric Garcetti and Vice Mayor Chen stated on their openness and
willingness to collaborate and share. The relationship was very good and one of mutual respect.
Meeting Discussions
Meeting with Amb Nina Hachigian – 23 May 2018
Amb Nina Hachigian has not yet had the opportunity to visit NZ so it is hoped she will attend the Tripartite activity
in Auckland in 2019.
At the meeting topics that were discussed:
•

Large homeless problem – 3 mayoral priorities are ‘tents, trash and traffic’. Optimistic about the housing
crisis and Los Angeles is appealing to the State for further funding. State-wide curse is rising house prices
– and prison reform pace is quickening thus there is a need to introduce re-entry programmes.

•

Complicated bureaucracy but Los Angeles is working more closely with each of the 15 counties to identify
emergency homeless shelters –NIMBYism is evident.

•

Los Angeles is spending US$140b over the next few decades on transport – revitalizing LAX Airport,
autonomous and aerial vehicles.

•

They have stringent targets to meet the Paris Climate Change – ‘which we haven’t left’ – 400 cities are
supporting – sustainability is second-nature to 99% of the Californian population. Opposition comes from
‘a small vocal group and one happens to be our President’

•

Invited Auckland to a Sustainable Transport Summit in Los Angeles on Sept 11, 2018 and Los Angeles
Comotion – Nov 18 – an international innovation summit

Meeting Los Angeles Street Services – 23 May 2018
At the meeting topics that were discussed:
•

Largest municipal street network – 28,000 streets – measures 1.17 times around planet earth.

•

Maintaining managing pavements using Micropaver software system

•

PCI (Pavement Condition Index) to measure road conditions. Roads are surveyed every 3 years. Deputy
Mayor Cashmore was impressed with their use of a semi-automated van which reads roughness of the
road to determines its condition.

•

Rubberized slurry seal that is used in Los Angeles because it’s an environmentally friendly solution –
recycling over 120,000 waste tyres annually – product guaranteed for 7 years

•

All aggregate roading that is removed is recycled because if its scarcity

•

Further supporting documentation to be exchanged.
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Meeting Los Angeles Metro – 23 May 2018
At the meeting topics that were discussed:
•

Lessons Learned Programme on tendering/procurement process will be shared

•

Los Angeles Metro explained their process via the Metro Master Plan – planning analysis to budget and
subsequent approval by Board of Directors which has 2 reps from the Mayor’s Office

•

Los Angeles Metro hires consultants/contractors to implement projects

•

Solicitation process encompasses the “Design/Build” delivery method to ensure all requirements are met
and then Los Angeles Metro Ops Dept run the project thereafter

•

Tunnelling – will share costs for light/heavy rail per mile but they vary depending on the project

Trilateral Mayoral meeting – 24 May 2018
At the meeting topics that were discussed:
•

Mayor Eric Garcetti was the first US Mayor to appoint a Deputy Mayor of International Affairs

•

Los Angeles has similar problems to both Guangzhou and Auckland – public transportation,
homelessness – need to be willing to share knowledge (i.e. tunnelling technology)

•

Climate change – work around this sector happens at a local government level, but a change of
President will see the US remain part of the Paris Accord. Auckland congratulated Mayor Garcetti on
his leadership on climate change

•

Los Angeles is open for business – New Zealand has a new government – Auckland is a little city and
growing – punching above our weight – sheer scale of China is impressive

•

Los Angeles values Auckland’s environmental technology - Guangzhou is making changes in air quality,
water treatment and rubbish disposal. Next 5 years will see greater focus by Guangzhou on AI, Biotech
co-operation, infrastructure – in particular international aviation

•

All three parties agreed co-operation among cities is equivalent to national-level co-operation

•

Mayor Garcetti was surprised how fruitful his 2016 visit to Auckland was – ‘amazing – wasn’t what I
expected’

•

Deputy Mayor Cashmore confirmed that Auckland will host Tripartite-related activity in 2019 and
invited Mayor Garcetti to come for a return visit. His response … ‘We will plan on that’. Amb Nina
Hachigian has not yet had the opportunity to visit NZ so it is hoped she will attend the Tripartite activity
in Auckland in 2019.

Guangzhou Bilateral meeting – 24 May 2018
At the meeting topics that were discussed:
• On behalf of Mayor WEN Guohui, EVM Chen Zhijing thanked Auckland for bringing a large delegation to
the Guangzhou Summit and for facilitating the visit of the Modern Maori Quartet
• In response Auckland acknowledged Guangzhou’s generous hosting of the event. Despite differences
in size, both cities can learn a lot from each other and Auckland looks forward to collaborating with
Guangzhou around the BRI
• Guangzhou see great potential between our two cities and is enthusiastic about future engagement.
They will host a Maritime Silk Expo next year on foreign trade and co-operation – initiated by HU
Chunhua Vice Premier of the PRC (former Party Secretary of Guangdong) who now heads China’s
Economic and Trade Cooperation
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• Guangzhou enquired about the progress of setting up warehouses in both Guangzhou and Auckland as
logistic centres. This was first raised in 2016 when Australian Food Co-operation (AFC) was purchased
by Mr XIA Yang with the idea of private companies establishing warehouses in Guangzhou and Auckland
to accommodate consumer goods
• Auckland spoke of commonality between the two cultures, referencing the Lantern Festival. Guangzhou
support Cultural and Education exchanges between the two cities, but are keen to further encourage
exchanges in the vocational and tertiary sectors.
• Guangzhou noted the profound connection they have with Auckland and undertook to organise a large,
comprehensive delegation to attend Auckland19. This would also include a performing arts/cultural
delegation to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the partner city relationship.
Tripartite Roundtable – 25 May 2018
At the meeting topics that were discussed:
•

Chaired by Ambassador Nina Hachigian who is pleased to be part of the Tripartite mechanism –
sharing lessons to become stronger cities and here today to promote Sustainability/Mobility and
the Creative sectors

•

Deputy Mayor Cashmore has a ‘book full of dangerously good ideas’ as a result of his visit to Los
Angeles

•

Guangzhou acknowledged that Mayor Wen Guohui studied in Los Angeles and they had
participated in a tour of the city to learn about the upgrade of Downtown Los Angeles ahead of the
2028 Olympics

•

Sustainability - Matt Petersen, President of LACI acknowledged all cities are confronting climate
change which also presents economic opportunities. Ahead of 2028, Los Angeles plans to
accelerate their progress via electric airlines carrying 8-10 passengers, facilitating start-up
companies via the Governor’s Office and learning how to train a workforce to be part of this
technology

•

Deputy Mayor Cashmore spoke about resilience, proud to be part of C40, NZ$1b being spent on
removing stormwater from harbours, establishing urban forests, introducing electric buses, waste
minimization and spending NZ$2.5b on light rail

•

Guangzhou spoke of China’s open door policy and having strong neighbours such as Shenzhen and
Hong Kong as part of the Greater Bay Area economic hub. Over 30,000 foreign companies in
Guangzhou, 8,700 hi-tec operations but there is need to recruit international talent

•

Screen – Jasmine Millet, Screen Production Attraction Specialist, ATEED referred to Auckland
building relationships with Los Angeles film production companies and the opening of the 67-acre
Kumeu Studio site on privately-held land on Auckland’s West coast in conjunction with ATEED and
the NZFC. She mentioned the partnership with Warner Bros involving ‘The Meg’. Guangzhou17
provided great exposure for the Auckland Screen sector. Digipost (post-production company) is in
talks with Guangzhou companies; there is the intention to introduce a 3-way script exchange
programme where each city will set up a fund to finance writers; and separately to establish an
Artist in Residence programme.

•

Los Angeles noted Entertainment is a traditional industry and they are looking at ways to
incorporate innovation and technology into the sector (i.e. reduced costs for film makers using a
phone

•

Los Angeles has “The Envolve Entertainment Fund” offering education/internship opportunities

•

Guangzhou was represented by The Virtual Reality Company who referred to the China/NZ/US
involvement in a China-New Zealand Creative Collaboration Village in Huadu District of Guangzhou
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•

Mobility – FENG Xingya, China Automobile Group, is keen to work with both Los Angeles and
Auckland. Los Angeles noted the city’s need to upgrade their transport grid and said they were
exploring PPP to progress drone/eMobility initiatives

•

HMI Technologies noted their past focus on autonomous vehicles had now shifted to looking at
the entire eco-system (including people and freight) rather than just vehicles. They are keen to
identify production partners in both China and Los Angeles

•

In closing, Amb Hachigian referred to Los Angeles’s commitment to these three sectors and the
significance of holding this meeting at Los AngelesCI

•

Deputy Mayor Cashmore welcomed Matt Petersen’s upcoming visit to Auckland and noted that
Amb Hachigian was always welcome to visit Auckland.

Port of Los Angeles and TraPac meeting – 25 May 2018
At the meeting topics that were discussed:
•

Two port authorities – Los Angeles (1907) and Long Beach (1911) – non-profit reinvesting US$400m
annually into the Port. Three focus areas include Business/Environment/Community.

•

9.34m Twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) in 2017 – a total of 17m if you include Long Beach.

•

Largest trading partner is China/Hong Kong with US$145b per annum followed by Japan with
US$36b

•

Invested US$510m in TraPac projects – in 2006 implemented a Clean Air Action Plan and plan for
all terminal equipment to be emission-free by 2030 – live air quality readings are available on their
website

•

Introduced a Clean Truck programme – no truck to be older than 2007 –operates 16 hours per day

•

Introduction of technology versus retention of labour – employers have the right to influence
technology

•

US$1m per day invested in infrastructure

Global Partnerships follow-up
Following the visit to to Los AngelesCI, Pamela Jamieson is liaising with ATEED to identify a contact at
GridAuckland. The Network for Global Innovation (based at Los AngelesCI) is keen to establish a partnership with
Auckland so the NZ flag can fly alongside their other country partners at the La Kretz Innovation Campus.
Global Partnerships will provide an update on outcomes as they are confirmed but will likely include one business
delegate securing a potential US investment partner, HMI Technologies possibly relocating production plant to
Guangzhou and entering into a partnership with the Guangzhou Automobile Group, 15 new connections made
by Whanau Tahi and Oi’s increasing presence in the US.
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Images from the Trip

Deputy Mayor Cashmore - Auckland
Amb Nina Hachigian – Los Angeles
23 May 2018

Deputy Mayor Cashmore - Auckland
Mayor Eric Garcetti – Los Angeles
Vice Mayor Chen - Guangzhou Vice Mayor Chen
24 May 2018
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